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Introduction and Appreciation of Pinkerton Academy
Space Students and Facultyhttps://www.pinkertonacademy.org/
NASA Song of Earth Explained: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSUXZDnp0RU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3b1K9RJ61g
The Alan Shepard Project is delighted that Derry N.H.’s Pinkerton Academy space students and faculty
are interested in many aspects of space science. Included in this Disc-J are 20 questions that we received
from them this year during science week 2019, with introductions to some career paths linked to those
subjects. We collected this information to function as an archive and space resource for students,
educators, and all who enjoy the skies. Since Pinkerton Academy students expressed a great interest in
planet and space sounds this year, this document’s format has been adjusted to highlight their interests.
Audio recordings of space sounds obtained from NASA Space crafts and probes are at the top of most
pages. Rover pages feature Pinkerton Robotics students during competitions.
The students also are very curious about future communities on off planet sites.
Here are some resources on Space Settlement and Ethics.
NASA Office of Planetary Protection: https://planetaryprotection.nasa.gov/about
NASA Space Settlement Contest for students! : https://space.nss.org/settlement/nasa/Contest/
NASA Headquarters Library : https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/hqlibrary/pathfinders/colony.htm
NASA Space Settlement Basics: https://settlement.arc.nasa.gov/Basics/wwwwh.html
Ethics of Space Colonization: https://www.bmsis.org/ethics-of-space-colonization/
Young Scientist Program: https://www.bmsis.org/ysp/

Alan Shepard Project website links pgs. 4-6, are condensed into full pages for educator classroom
convenience. Multiple space topics can be viewed with one glance for rapid access. Space education
resources are also, dedicated to N.H. Astronaut Christa McAuliffe and are found in pages 7- 8. Pinkerton
space students wanted to learn more about this amazing Concord N.H. High School teacher who focused
on reaching students around the world with her lessons in space. Following the Christa section, the 20
additional questions are found on Pages 9-43 and from pages 44-54 you will find in the closing supplement
featuring local areas where visitors can learn space science skiils and a little about our project supporters.
Pinkerton Academy educators are excellent.. Thank you to all involved in this institution’s commitment to
space and science education in this community. Enthusiastic, hard working, energetic and kind students
have been introduced to a wide variety of space topics which have enhanced their opportunities and
understanding of how the universe works. We developed this Disc-J to acknowledge and appreciate the
student’s willingness to learn space subjects that benefit society.
Enjoy the skies for miles and miles, we are one family on this earth.
Kind Regards, Alan Shepard Project
*If any errors are noted in this data send corrections to email: alanshepardproject2@comcast.net
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Alan Shepard Project Website Archive Page
for classroom and student convenience:
*Student 20 Questions Begin on Page 9
NASA Launch Events: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/nasa--launch-event-dates.html
Local Rocketry Society KARS Launch Schedule: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/local-kars-n.h.-rocket-launch-schedule.html

NASA Song of the Moon: One hour: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2ZelCLDuy4

Alan Shepard Project Website Local Space Science Activity Links: www.alanshepardproject.org
N.H. Astronauts: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/new-hampshire-astronauts.html
HOME: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/home.html About : https://www.alanshepardproject.org/about.html
Events: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/events.html Contact: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/contact.html

Discovery Topics Requested by Pinkerton Academy Space Students and Educators:
Science Week 2019 and For Seniors pages:
Pinkerton Lessons Front Page: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/--lessons-for-pinkerton-academy---and-the-public.html
Science Week Talk 2019: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/science-day-talk.html
For Graduating Seniors:
Lesson 1: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/for-graduating-seniors.html
Lesson 2: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/-for-seniors-lesson-2---the-code--advocating-in-science-with-courage.html
Lesson 3: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/lesson--3-semmelweis-example--always-tell-the-truth.html
Abacus: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/abacus.html
Science Week Talk 2018: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/2018-lessons.html

Next Page: Discovery Topics Requested by Pinkerton Space Students and Educators:
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Discovery Topics Requested by Pinkerton Space Students and Educators:
Astronaut Alan Shepard: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/alan-shepard-1.html
Alan Shepard Biography: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/biography.html
Alan Shepard Photos: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/shepard-photos.html
Alan Shepard Videos: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/shepard-videos.html
Alan Shepard History for Educators and Students:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/alan-shepard-history-for-educators-and-students.html
Alan Shepard Moon Stuff Page: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/alan-shepard-s-moon-stuff.html
Astrobiology: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/astrobiology.html
Astronomy: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/astronomy.html
Astronaut Tributes: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/astronaut-tributes.html
Aliens: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/aliens--the-fermi-paradox.html
Aviation: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/aviation.html
Black Holes: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/black-holes.html
Chemistry of Outer Space: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/chemistry-of-outer-space.html
Color in Space: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/color-in-space.html

Christa: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/christa-mcauliffe-s-lessons.html
Exo-Planets: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/exo-planets.html
Gas Laws and Exploration https://www.alanshepardproject.org/gas-laws-and-spaceexploration.html
Gravity and Space: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/gravity-and-space.html
Human Energy: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/human-energy.html
Inside the Space Station: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/inside-spacestation.html
Links: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/links.html
Live Streams: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/live-streams.html
Mele Uhane Musicians: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/mele-uhane-musicians.html
Moonwalks: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/moonwalks.html
Moon Skeptics: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/moon-skeptics.html
Native American Astronomy: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/native-american-astronomy.html
Native American Kids: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/native-american-kids.html
Native American Dances: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/great-law-of-peace-page.html
Great Law of Peace: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/great-law-of-peace-page.html
Planet Sounds: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/planet-sounds.html
Robotics: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/robotics.html
Rocketry: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/rocketry.html
Rovers: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/rovers.html
Space Art: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/space-art-and-history-of-astronaut-patchmaking-.html
Space Time: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/space-time.html
How to Draw Space Art: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/how-to-draw-space-art.html
Space Art of Astronaut Alan Bean: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/artwork-of-astronaut-alan-bean.html
Space Artist Robert McCall: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/robert-mccall-.html

Space Artist Timothy Gagnon: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/timothy-a.-gagnon-ksc-artist.html

Links Continue Next Page:
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Other Alan Shepard Project Space Website Links Continued:
Astronaut Tributes: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/astronaut-tributes.html
Apollo 14 Astronauts: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/tribute-to-apollo-14-astronauts.html
Christa McAuliffe’s Lessons: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/christa-mcauliffe-s-lessons4.html
Cooper’s Treasures: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/cooper-s-treasure.html
Space Art and the History of Patchmaking:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/space-art-and-history-of-astronaut-patchmaking-.html

Lunar Rovers: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/lunar-rovers.html
Mars Rovers: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/mars-rover-.html
Moonwalks: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/moonwalks.html
Playing for Change: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/playing-for-change.html
Home School Archives: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/home-school-archives.html
Astronomy for Kids: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/astronomy-for-kids.html
Mr. Smith’s Rocky Shore Curriculum: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/curriculum--mr.-smith-s-stuff.html
Local Creativity Page: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/local-creativity.html
Let’s Play Music and Make Art School – Space Art Kids!
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/let-s-play-music-and-make-art-school-.html
For Philanthropists: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/for-philanthropists.html

Historic Derry Residents: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/other-historic-derry-residents.html
Annie Bartlett Shepard: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/annie-bartlett-shepard.html
Robert Frost: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/robert-frost.html
Astronomer Walter Adams: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/walter-s.-adams-astronomer.html
John Stark: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/john-stark.html
Molly Stark: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/molly-stark.html
General George/Molly Reid: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/general-george-reid-mary-reid.html
Matthew Thornton: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/matthew-thornton.html
Explore www.alanshepardproject.org for more!
Great Opportunity to Learn From Alan Shepard at beginning at end of video!

The Next Page is……

For the Students who asked to learn more about N.H.’s Astronaut Christa McAuliffe
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We would like to introduce to you:

Christa’s Dream
“If I can get some student interested in science, if I can show members of the general public
what’s going on up there in the space program, then my job’s been done”

Astronaut and well - loved Concord N.H.
High School Teacher Christa Corrigan McAuliffe
What Christa in her own words thought about What she wanted for students to see and learn!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoautiqoHMw

12 hrs. ISS sounds recorded by
Astronaut Chris Hadfield in 2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzSkCCs34MU

Have you ever heard of the Teacher In Space Project?
Astronaut and Concord N.H. High School Teacher
Christa McAuliffe was the first.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teacher_in_Space_Project
In 1994 she was chosen from 11,000 applicants to bring space science to all ages.
Her dream to have space science available for all students and the public continues.
https://www.spacestationexplorers.org/partner-organizations/teachers-in-space/
There have been many Astronaut Teachers in space since 1994. All bringing info. to students and educators. We
firmly believe that Christa would have become very excited when hearing so many excellent questions coming
from curious Pinkerton Academy Students and educators this year during Science Week 2019. We therefore have
transformed those innovative questions into this DISC-J so that the wealth of knowledge from the program could
be easily accessed by all who enjoy the skies and strive to advance education and humanity peacefully as the
Teacher in Space Project intended to do. Some of her former high school students now have children of their
own and they asked for the Alan Shepard Project to provide them with information about Christa’s Space Station
Lessons and her history as a teacher in space so that they can teach their children the space lessons she would
have wanted for them to learn. This DISC-J is for them too. Visit our website page that contains some of Christa’s
ISS Lessons: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/christa-mcauliffe-s-lessons.html
Enjoy the skies for miles and miles and continue Christa’s goal - share space knowledge with the world
to benefit humanity. 50 Best Pre-College summer Science Programs for High School Students
https://www.bestcollegereviews.org/features/pre-college-summer-science-programs-high-school-students/
Christa’s Dream Continues Next Page:
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Christa’s Dream Continues:
Space Camps for High School Space Students
At Christa Centers Nationally

McAuliffe Center with Framingham State Univ.
Paid Internships for college credit: http://christa.org/employment/
Mission video info: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIaoeewc6oA

Christa McAuliffe Space Education Center Utah
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLDir48EJNk

Links: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christa_McAuliffe_Space_Education_Center
The Cost of Space Camp at this Center: https://spacecenter.alpineschools.org/group-missions/
Renaissance Space Academy High School Volunteers: https://farpointstation.weebly.com/

McAuliffe-Shepard Discovery Center Concord N.H.
Classes up to age 14: www.starhop.com
McAuliffe Shepard Discovery Center - Space Camp Scholarship Applications:
https://www.parentingnh.com/space-camp-scholarship-applications-available-at-mcauliffe-sheparddiscovery-center/

NASA Space Camp Huntsville Alabama:
https://www.spacecamp.com/help/faq/whocanattend
Scholarship Application: https://www.spacecamp.com/scholarships

NASA Florida/Kennedy High School Space Camp
: https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/camps-and-education/camp-kennedy-space-center

NASA Space Camp Houston: https://spacecenter.org/education-programs/stars-stem/
MARS GENERATION SPACE CAMP SCHOLARSHIPS:
https://www.themarsgeneration.org/programs/space-camp-scholarship/
Next Page: Derry New Hampshire’s Pinkerton Academy Space Student Questions Begin!
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Pinkerton Academy Space Student Questions Begin:
Section 1: Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. Questions
Question1: Did Alan Shepard live in Derry, N.H. His whole life?
Question 2: What made him want to go to space?
Question 3: How long did he plan his trip?

Song of Planet Mercury: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qijnarjAElg

Question 1: Did Alan Shepard live in Derry, N.H. his whole life?
This fabulous question suggests that you like history! Did you know that NASA has a History Department? This link will introduce
you to the various history jobs in the program: https://history.nasa.gov/ NASA has a NASA History Web Curator, NASA Chief
Historian, and more, and this is a link that will introduce you to Internships avail. in the NASA History Dept. if you or your family
would like to think about having this be a goal for you in the future: https://history.nasa.gov/interncall.htm

Click to see video: https://youtu.be/g0yxbVR6R1I
The Short Local/History Answer
No Alan Shepard did not live in Derry, N.H. his whole life. He lived in many places while training to become an explorer for
humanity so this answer will be long. The short answer, though, in terms of locations that he lived is this: East Derry, N.H.,
Annapolis Maryland, Principia College, Illinois, Navy Ship USS. Cogswell, Delaware, Texas, Pensacola Florida, Navy Ship USS Saipan,
Navy Ship Franklin D. Roosevelt, Norfolk Virginia, Maryland, California, Navy Ship USS. Oriskany, Patuxent Maryland, Newport
Rhode Island, NASA Florida, Houston Texas, Pebble Beach California. One interesting place that he lived is on the Moon for 9 hrs.
and he lived in space for 10 days His trip on Freedom 7 - First American in Space Flight was 15 min. 22 sec. May 5, 1961.
His Apollo 14 Moon Mission was: 33.5 hrs. on the Moon, 9 hrs. on the Lunar Surface. Apollo 14 Launch was Jan. 31, 1971 at
4:03:04pm, Splashdown was Feb. 9, 1971 at 4:05:00pm
So it was a 10 day trip. Teams of Professionals planned the trip.
Learning about the hidden figures behind the math would be a great way to practice looking stuff up. It’s an inspiring story. This
link will give you a story about his vacation home in Texas: https://www.statesman.com/article/20120901/news/309000379

Question 1: Did Astronaut Alan Shepard live in Derry, N.H. His whole life? Continued next page:
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Question 1: Did Astronaut Alan Shepard live in Derry, N.H. his whole life? Continued:
“We hope it will encourage youngsters to follow in our footsteps” Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr.

Hear stories from Alan Shepard Himself!
Click this: https://youtu.be/XynXAp8QPw8

Astronaut Alan Shepard on the Lunar Surface

Image/Credit/NASA

The Longer Local/ History Answer For Derry N.H. Students:
How to access Shepard’s family history
Astronaut/ Rear Admiral Alan B. Shepard Jr. was born in East Derry, N.H. Nov. 8, 1923, to Pauline Renza (Emerson) Shepard and
Alan B. Shepard Sr. whose nickname was “Bart”. Alan Shepard’s Sister’s name was Polly. A relative of theirs “Richard Warren”
came to America on the Mayflower and signed the Mayflower Compact. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Warren
Mayflower Compact: https://www.plimoth.org/learn/just-kids/homework-help/mayflower-and-mayflower-compact Consider
taking a trip to Quincy Mass. To learn more about this Compact here: https://www.nps.gov/adam/index.htm Here is info.
On Alan Shepard’s Family History – scroll down a little on the page to learn about it and where to find Alan Shepard’s relative
Abagail and President Adams Papers: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/for-graduating-seniors.html
Local History https://www.alanshepardproject.org/alan-shepard-1.html

Shepard Family Conservation Land:
https://www.derrynh.org/conservation-commission/pages/shepard-family-conservation-area
Alan Shepard lived in Derry, N.H. in his younger years till after high school. He grew up in a house on East Derry Road and first
attended the Adams School in Derry. He skipped the 6th grade. Adams School first was an all female academy and then became
a part of the public school system in 1887: Adams School image: https://nutfieldgenealogy.blogspot.com/2010/03/adamsfemale-academy-1824-derry-new.html He went to the Oak St. School in Derry, for Middle School, and skipped the 8th grade
https://www.flickr.com/photos/derrypubliclibrary/4835406192 In 1936 at the age of13, he attended Pinkerton Academy for
grades 9-12 where he founded a model airplane club at the academy. Christmastime, 1938 was the moment when he received
as a gift. It was a flight from Manchester to Boston in a DC 3 Douglas Airplane, http://www.museumofflight.org/aircraft/douglasdc-3 and after that he wanted to fly. Visit the N.H. Aviation Museum to learn more about his first flying lessons at that
location: https://www.nhahs.org/ He graduated from Londonderry N.H. Pinkerton in 1940. Visit the Taylor Library
http://www.taylorlibrary.org/ and Derry History Museum http://www.derryhistorymuseum.org/ to learn more about
his history in Derry, N.H.

Next part to this answer: Heroism before Alan Shepard went to space!
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Question1: Did Astronaut Alan Shepard Live In Derry His Whole Life? Continued:

Song of Jupiter: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbZHfwz89hs

Heroism Before Navy Rear Admiral - Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. Explored Space
Alan Shepard lived many places and had numerous adventures, after Pinkerton:
After graduating from Pinkerton in 1940 he passed the entrance exam to the Naval Academy in Annapolis but he was only 16. He
was too young to attend yet. They sent him to the Navy prep school – “Admiral Farragut Academy” .in Florida, so that is when
he first moved away from Derry to live somewhere else: https://farragut.org/academics/signature-programs/naval-science/ He
graduated a year later in 1941. When he was at Farragut he raced sailboats at the yacht club, liked swimming and rowing. In 1942
He lived in Illinois and went to Principia College: http://www.principiacollege.edu/ Where he met his wife Louse Brewer. He
received his Bachelor’s Degree in Science at the United States Naval Academy in 1944. After a month of aviation lessons in the
classroom, Alan Shepard lived on the Navy Ship USS Cogswell. After only 2 days at sea he helped to save 172 sailors from the
cruiser USS Reno. He married Louise in 1945 in Delaware, and had two children Laura and Julie. Their niece Judith Williams also
lived with them and she used the name Alice to avoid confusion since her cousin was also named Julie. W.W. ll was a worrisome
time. Alan Shepard bravely lived on a Navy Ship known as “The Cogswell” from Feb. to Sept. 1945 where he was at risk and
experienced many dangerous moments at sea for the Navy to keep us safe. He was courageous this far ahead of his 1961 space
flight. Nov. 1945 he lived in Texas for Navy Flight Training which started Jan. 1946. Shepard was struggling with this training, and
would not give up. Instead he added MORE lessons from a private teacher and received his civil pilot’s license which helped to
increase his grades with the Navy lessons. He was considered above average by 1947. This is a significant history example for all
students to remember. Everyone is not great at everything right away. Sometimes all that is needed are extra lessons to fill in
gaps to catch up. It is a great skill to remember for your future. Alan Shepard then lived in Pensacola Florida for advanced flight
training. He received his aviator wings after landing six times perfectly on the USS Saipan. He then lived on the Navy Ship “Franklin
D. Roosevelt” He went to Norfolk Virginia, for a short while, then lived out at sea for 9 months. In 1950 he lived in Maryland and
went to Navy test pilot school. When he was there he did High Altitude Tests for the Navy, about light and air masses at different
altitudes over North America, tests on re-fueling systems and more. He got into trouble when he decided to be tricky and fly low
over the Ocean City Maryland beach and looped his plane around the Chesapeake Bridge. He was verbally reprimanded and then
lived in California and was given the job of wing man for “Jig Dog” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_D._Ramage Once Jig
Dog’s Oxygen System failed and Alan Shepard saved his life by talking him in for the landing. He then lived on the Navy Ship USS
Oriskany in 1953 for a short while during the Korean War. Unlike when he was in risky moments during WWll, the Korean War
ended before he was in needed in combat. After this the Navy was going to send Shepard somewhere but he wanted to fly, so
Jig Dog, spoke up for him and the Navy moved Alan Shepard to Patuxent in Maryland where the tested many planes.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Air_Station_Patuxent_River Visit our website aviation page to learn which planes he
flew: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/aviation.html ALan B. Shepard Jr. became a test pilot school instructor and then
moved to Rhode Island and eventually graduated from the Naval War College in Newport Rhode Island in 1957. He had more
than 3,600 hours of flying time and 1700 hrs. in jets. At that time in 1957 Sputnik was launched and the United States decided to
hurry up. They assessed all of their military test pilots and found Alan Shepard matched the criteria to be an astronaut, and asked
him to join in the goal. He then stayed at NASA thru the Mercury and Apollo Program. In 1974 he retired from NASA and lived in
Houston Texas where he became a successful businessman. He also lived in Pebble Beach California, so according to literature he
had two addresses in his later years. Derry New Hampshire’s home town hero Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. contributed to many
charities while he educated and advocated for NASA until he passed away at the age of 74 on July, 21, 1998.
Question 1: Did Alan Shepard Live in Derry, N.H. His Whole Life? Continued next page:
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Question 1: Did Alan Shepard Live in Derry N.H.. His Whole Life? Continued.
Learn from Alan Shepard and the Apollo Astronauts following these Sun Sounds:

Sounds of the Sun Explained: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcuZD0A7RwM

NASA Apollo/Mercury Astronauts - In their own words: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0hpVU4Pdh8
It is not easy to be responsible for the health, safety and success of an entire system of people while doing things involving
rockets, that have never been done before… You must have the courage to be disliked at times to make certain all decisions are
perfect. . Possibly you would like to learn from Alan Shepard himself? 23:00 sec. and also watch the entire video to learn from
his friends.1:13:56 Shepard’s Dizziness Story. Talks about the Moon landing start at 2:18:38 at 2:46:30 is about Alan Shepard
again. Did you know that they almost had to turn around and skip the Moon because of a glitch? Watch this video… This is why
it’s important to learn chess, so that you can come up with many options quick. When is it required that a science professional
break a rule? Start at 2:49:39 To Learn from Shepard about this and how teams together solve problems quick to help you make
the impossible possible to benefit society.
To the student who asked the question: Did he live in Derry his whole life? We thank you for thinking in this direction!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHFGLQIinn4

Question 2: What made Alan Shepard want to go to space?
We wish we could ask him that question too. Here are some guesses and some facts. Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. grew up here
in Derry, N.H. We can see the skies much better than people who live in cities with tall buildings and bright lights, so possibly the
skies themselves inspired him to want to go to space. Living here means that we have easy access to many free activities that
involve exploring our planet. Hiking, swimming, fishing, boating, scuba diving, flying, and more. We learned that he liked speed
even when young and there is a story of him “skiing” across Beaver Lake in winter by being pulled from a tow rope attached to
the back of a truck across the frozen lake. Taylor Library has a wonderful exhibit and so does the Derry History Museum. The
McAuliffe Shepard Discovery Center may still have his old boat in a room for you to visit. Possibly educators in those locations
would know more about his local history. Be an explorer and go visit! Ask them this great question! Astronomer Walter Adams,
a friend of Albert Einstein was studying the Moon and was alive when Shepard was young. A crater on the Moon is named after
Adams to recognize him for his research. Possibly having Adams from Shepard’s hometown effected his interest. Alan Shepard
was a sixth cousin of Amelia Earhart and he first flew in a plane from Manchester to Boston as a small boy. After that flight he
wanted lessons and so he rode his bike from Derry, down 28 to the Aviation Museum of N.H. building next to the airport in
Manchester and asked if he could make a deal. He asked if he could have flying lessons for free in exchange for his cleaning out
the airplane hangars, and that was the beginning of his flight career. Here is a link to our local links page so that you can see more
clearly how much our culture in this region makes
it easy to develop excellent planetary exploration skills: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/local-links.html
Here is a link about his Aviation History. https://www.alanshepardproject.org/aviation.html Here is a link to an interesting
story that explains how he was chosen to be the first to go up: Alan Shepard and the Mercury 7 Astronauts.
https://www.realclearhistory.com/historiat/2018/05/03/how_alan_shepard_became_first_american_in_space_303.html
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Question 7 : What made Alan Shepard want to go to space? Continued Next Page:

Question 2: What Made Alan Shepard Want To Go to Space Continued:
Click this to see his first flight into space where you can see his reaction when he saw beautiful Earth from space for the first
time-We would want to go back after seeing that !https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7bAGDctL9A Here’s the news coverage
from the Dan Beaumont Space Museum archive: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jc0ccOmcPno Consider exploring these
links to learn more about making discoveries. The shortest answer to your great question:
We think his growing up in Derry, and the people around him, provided an encouraging positive environment that fostered
Alan Shepard’s love of exploring the skies. Since your wondering about this, did you know about Skyventure? Check out this
link.. it is free to watch others in the skydiving tube from the observation deck. Visit and see for yourself! Maybe it would be
a great place for you to work one day on your future possible path to the stars: https://skyventurenh.com/

Space Sounds: The Sun
NASA Explains The sound of the sun further: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRu_hG3X3bI

Question 3: How Long Did He Plan His Trip?
Wow! Because you asked this question, we are wondering… Would you like to be a space mission designer?
This link might be enjoyable for you: https://www.nasa.gov/smallsat-institute/space-mission-design-tools
Here’s Info. On who did some of the planning:
It’s insightful questions like this that make certain everyone is recognized for their contributions. Thank you! In this instance it’s
all about the team. Teams of Professionals at NASA planned the missions for years before we left Earth. Let’s start with Werner
Von Braun…..Click this to watch the video : https://youtu.be/eXIDFx74aSY Here is NASA’s history page on some of the people
who did the mathematical calculations to decide the length of Alan Shepard’s trip to space as well as the rest of his Mercury and
Apollo Friends. https://www.history.com/news/human-computers-women-at-nasa Scroll down halfway on this rocketry page
to learn more about Verner Von Braun who planned a long time before we went up, and Katherine Johnson who did the Math
Calculations: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/rocketry.html

This is a nice News story on the hidden figures: Click this to watch video:
https://youtu.be/egYTxxKylv8
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Next Question3: How Long Did He Plan His Trip? Continued Next Page:

Question 3: How long did he plan his trip? Continued:
Apollo Astronauts discuss space sounds: What do you think? Do these sounds match any of the Voyager Recordings?
https://youtu.be/bjLZBrQ-Oq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QYRVCqwuYI

More Moon Team Info:
There are some nice words of wisdom from the makers of the space suits on the Moonwalk page:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/moonwalks.html

The Birth of the Apollo Program Story on Wikipeda: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_program
NASA Lists of Missions to the Moon: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_missions_to_the_Moon
A list of past, present, and future planned missions to the Moon:
http://www.planetary.org/explore/space-topics/space-missions/missions-to-the-moon.html
How long does it take to get to the Moon? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOJAgQwfXNE
Here’s the full mission video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5nTyYoy2EI

Here are some people working on the new missions, click the button to the side
to learn about trainee positions at NASA: https://www.nasa.gov/careers/deep-space

Curiosity like yours, gives society great adventures! Keep exploring, and continue to ask questions!
Click this to watch this Beautiful, Peaceful Moon Live Video from Selene :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyExswc5j7U

Next page: Section 2, Rocket Questions!
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SECTION 2: ROCKET QUESTIONS:
Question 4: Are Rockets Involved?
Question 5: What makes other fuels?
Question 6: How do you get into space on the Moon?
NASA Sounds of a Rocket Launch Described by Astronaut Kay Hire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca1BxhKcqd8

Question 4: Are Rockets Involved?
YES! Alan Shepard flew on the nose of a Redstone Rocket while in the Freedom 7 capsule. Here is a link to NASA Summer
internships – some are about Launch lessons : https://www.nasa.gov/feature/internships-help-train-kennedys-future-workforce
Here is the link to our local Rocket Club: KARS come to the summer launches for free lessons ! https://karsnh.wordpress.com/

This video explains what NASA had to do to launch into space: Local Kearsarge Area Rocketry Society Visit to attend a monthly launch!
https://youtu.be/yASqEz4Dc18

https://karsnh.wordpress.com/

NASA re- designed an Army Rocket and added the Freedom 7 Spacecraft to the nose to fly Alan Shepard into Space. Here is the
Wikipedia Rocket History on that: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury-Redstone_3
Mercury 7 Rocket Data: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Mercury
For Apollo 14, He was on the Saturn V https://www.space.com/16698-apollo-spacecraft.html
This video is about the development of Saturn V Rocket before it was ready for space: https://youtu.be/yXK6g2ThJvM

Here is NASA’s Explanation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo
Teen Kids News: History of Rocket Travel https://teenkidsnews.com/tkn-news/science/invention-and-history-of-rockets/

Visit The McAuliffe Shepard Discovery Center Redstone Rocket Exhibit: WWW.STARHOP.com

Thank you for the important rocket question!
Question 5 Next Page: What Makes Other Fuels?
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Question 5: What Makes Other Fuels?
Gemini Rockets Sound Bwooop?

https ://youtu.be/ WTJDI4bwtOM

Interesting Apollo 2 Footage/ Mission Control

https://youtu.be/AQYhEMc7nNM

At Light Speed:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8SUrR8Rb7o

Rocketology - What a progressive subject!. Here’s a NASA internship link for you thanks for bringing this up!
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/five-ways-nasa-s-internships-rock-et Eco- Friendly fuel is a favorite topic of ours for we believe
that switching over can help to keep all living things healthy and safe. The list of options is interesting. Science is
doing research on using water, sugar, cooking oil, paraffin, Martian Soil, as options to name a few. Magnetism may
be a fuel saver. For model rockets there is baking soda, vinegar, and lemon juice. and much more. Thank you for
bringing this pollution prevention point up! Listen to what it feels like to help with Rocket Improvements :

NASA Rocketology page: https://blogs.nasa.gov/Rocketology/
Alternative Fuel Options for Model Rockets: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QOF4tqBUis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXMhOe1pRKc

Do you know about NASA’s GPIM Mission? ( Green Propellant Infusion Mission)
Click this to access their web page: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/tdm/green/index.html

Here is a link about the Green Flight Challenge:
https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/centennial_challenges/general_aviation/index.html
Here’s the NASA Sugar Challenge: https://www.space.com/41717-nasa-mars-carbon-dioxide-challenge.html

This one is about NASA’s Conversion Challenge:
https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/centennial_challenges/co2challenge/index.html

Here is an article on NASA’s Plan of for an option:
https://mic.com/articles/139348/nasa-is-going-green-with-an-environmentally-friendly-rocket-fuel#.DXtr0uzxX

Another one: https://www.houstonpress.com/news/nasa-is-going-green-with-a-new-rocket-fuel-in-2017-8280020
Space X April 2019 Green Fuel Experiments: https://blog.executivebiz.com/2019/04/spacexs-falcon-heavy-tolaunch-cubesats-payload-for-air-forces-spacecraft-capabilities-experiment/

Using a salt: https://phys.org/news/2019-03-greener-fuels-propel-rocket-space.html
Different types of rocket fuel:http://www.funkidslive.com/learn/deep-space-high/marvellous-missions/rocket-fuels/#
Making rocket fuel from water:

http://theconversation.com/making-space-rocket-fuel-from-water-could-drive-a-power-revolution-on-earth65854

Making Rocket Fuel from Martian Soil
https://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/space/stories/nasa-just-came-brilliant-way-turn-martian-soil-rocket-fuel
Are Electric Planes Possible? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNvzZfsC13o
Eco friendly Planes? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToLmRbjeqEU

NASA: Alternative Fuels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mFuWbVu6c8
NASA Test Rocketry using Paraffin Fuel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrswPmPQiy8
NASA N-SX: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFLUjRdhN8g\

Next page: Question 5 What Makes Other Fuels? Continued:
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Question 5: What Makes Other Fuels? Continued
The Difference Between Jet Fuel and Car Fuel

Begin at 4:21sec. Problem/Solutions

Al Ice Fuel Alternative:
See link below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYFF_1HSgDU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aAyQztxudQ

Alice Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVP4VX2w4VA

NASA Article on Environmentally Friendly Rocket Fuel: https://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2009/aug/HQ_09-194_ALICE.html

Here’s a stem challenge kit
: https://www.carolina.com/stem-kits/carolina-stem-challenge-chemical-reaction-rocketry-kit/820103.pr

Baking Soda and Vinegar: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/projectideas/Chem_p086/chemistry/rocketology-baking-soda-vinegar-lift-off
Myth busters: Cooking Oil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEX1YFXYTdI
Magnetic Fuel Savers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Au8QNVe4GLg
Native Americans are an excellent resource when striving to protect the health of Mother Earth
Consider seeking info. from elders where you live.

Local Rocketry Clubs:
Kearsarge Area Rocketry Society: https://karsnh.wordpress.com/ Free Launch Lessons begin once a month May 4th.The Alan
Shepard Project is usually there. You can send us a note to alanshepardproject@comcast.net if you plan on going and we will
look for you at the field to introduce you to the instructors. If you like to think about using non-toxic fuels, this would be a great
location to try out what you are experimenting with.. just let us know ahead of time.. so that we can clear it with KARS. Maybe.
You might discover an eco- friendly alternative that would be of great benefit to NASA, the world and future generations! Seek
out community science clubs and explore discovery options! Keep up on NASA’s Innovation Challenges and one day maybe you
will be sending in an application to introduce them to your eco-friendly fuel ideas! Lt. Col. Howie Steadman, is the Pinkerton
Contact for Pinkerton’s ROTC if students wish to contact him about learning more about rocket fuels too.. He’s in the Alan Shepard
Building at Pinkerton in the ROTC office. Thank you for asking this much appreciated question!

Next Question 6: How do you get into space on the Moon?
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Question 6: How Do You Get Into Space On the Moon?
Space Sounds of Moon :

Watch a Launch From the Moon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlGis35Epvs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32c7espw_jQ

Question 6: How Do You Get Into Space on the Moon?
Short answer: Using Math + Knowing Physics + Prevention Plans
Would you like to go to the Moon?
Moon To Mars Mission Plans: https://www.nasa.gov/topics/moon-to-mars
Here’s a link to NASA’ Astrocamp thru 12th grade:
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/stennis/education/students/astrocamp.html

The Escape Velocity of the Moon is: 2.38km/s
Leaving the Moon is about Escape Velocity, what a great topic, thank you for asking this significant question!
Escape velocity is defined as the least amount of speed required to escape the gravitational pull of a planet, or space object,
when projected upwards vertically. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
The Escape Velocity Formula is: https://www.wikihow.com/Calculate-Escape-Velocity
This link will help you to figure out escape velocities of many Planets/Moons in space:
http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/vesc.html

Look at this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt_xoCXLXnI
On Propulsion of Saturn V from Earth/Rocket Stages:
https://youtu.be/qP7yd7RxtkU
Tour the inside of the Lunar Module https://youtu.be/kGq7Qc1xpk4

“It’s been a long way, but we’re here.” Astronaut Alan Shepard during his Apollo 14 Mission to the Moon.
Question 6: How do you get into space on the Moon? Continued next page:
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Question 6: How Do You Get Into Space On the Moon? Continued
It takes more than technology… You also must have Gov’t and Public Support
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjM0UM-Mmhk

Precautionary Principle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4DcDYaDa9s

Learn more about this principle when
you go to college. It is used in hospitals, flight professions, emergency response teams of all sorts and more.

More Articles and Videos:
Apollo 14 Lunar Liftoff: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpA4u9H7zh8
Chemistry of a lunar lift off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLCrZGgKD-k
What it took to land: https://www.space.com/17411-apollo-11-moon-landing-explained-infographic.html
Air and Space Museum Info: https://airandspace.si.edu/exhibitions/apollo-to-the-moon/online/apollo-11/journey-home.cfm
Launching a lander from the Moon’s Surface: https://www.wired.com/story/the-physics-of-launching-a-lunar-lander-fromthe-moons-surface/

The Computer Story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULGi3UkgW30
Why no flame plume when leaving the Moon? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsLtAUb1-Lw
How the Apollo Space Craft Works: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tl1KPjxKVqk
Lift Off Forces from Earth: https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/389-lift-off

How NASA Filmed us leaving the Moon: https://www.universetoday.com/117331/how-nasa-filmed-humans-lastleaving-the-moon-42-years-ago/
Last take off from the Moon \: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj6a0Wrrh1g
Space Camp: https://spacecenter.alpineschools.org/camps/

What is it like to be a High School NASA Intern and How tips on Applying

Becoming a NASA Engineer!

https://youtu.be/c0jl--1JMkY

All about the importance of asking questions!

Next Section 3 – Questions 7-11 : Includes 5 Space Questions!
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SECTION 3: Space Questions
Question 7: How Did We Even Find Out About Space?
Question 8: Is Space Real?
Question 9: Is There Color In Space?
Question 10: How Are We Able To See Pictures of People While They Are In Space?
Question 11: What Are Gas Laws: Interstellar Gas
Sound of: Interstellar Space Explained by NASA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgQ9THRckJ0

Question 7. How Did We Even Find Out About Space?
This question suggests that you have some great abilities in the field of Space Logic.
Here is a link to online Logic courses.. The ones that are easiest to connect to space studies include titles like :
Logic, Earth Science, or any Math terms – Algebra etc.
https://www.wilsonhillacademy.com/recommended-courses-of-study/school-of-logic/
We will make a page on the website about this, but give us about 6 weeks, we will add it to the list of drop downs
found under the Pinkerton Section of www.alanshepardproject.org check in now and then to see if we got to it yet.
Curiosity gave humanity the answer to your question.
Here is info. on the first time the world saw Earth from Space :
The German V2 Rocket first crossed the Karman Line in 1946 here is the video that we showed in class of what they
saw and revealed to the world : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sykfqa3MKAg
In and around the 1600’s some thinkers believed that there was a vacuum between Earth and the Moon. A few
hundred years of many people like you, pondering about the skies went by until 1838 when Friedrich Bessel
measured for the first time the distance between Earth and the Star 61 Cygni. (10 light years away) At that time
other galaxies where thought to be in our own galaxy until Edwin Hubble in 1923 measured the distance between
us and the Andromeda Galaxy.The boundary from earth to space depends on who you ask. The Karman Line is at a
distance of 62 miles from our surface. At this level Planes must fly faster than orbital velocity to stay in the air. The
United States considers and astronaut as any person who has flown 50 miles above Earth’s surface.
NASA believes a person is an astronaut if they have flown 76 miles above the surface.
Here is a link that will help begin to further explain the answer to your question and it’s link to logic. It takes your
question a little further and then wonders about how we know what is in space:
http://www.qrg.northwestern.edu/projects/vss/docs/space-environment/3-how-do-we-know-whats-in-space.html

Here is the first video that we found about the 1995 famous image first deep field image:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95Tc0Rk2cNg

We are considering this video to start off the lesson page that we will design for you in a few weeks:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_g_el8tniY
Keep asking questions, we are proud of you! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWLYCYeCFak

Next Question 8: Is Space Real?
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Question 8: Is Space Real?
How we recorded the sounds of planets: https://archive.org/details/voyager_grand_tour

Look at the numbers as Voyager still Travels : https://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/status/

Answer to question 5: Is Space Real?
Thank you for this very good question! Yes space is very real. Philosophers have argued about this question for many centuries.
Philosophy may be a great course to consider adding to your space science curriculum as an elective in the future! Plato and
Socrates were in debates about the existence of space and Sir Isaac Newton in the 17oo’s made historic progress in our
understanding of what space is, and how it functions: https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/big-history-project/bigbang/how-did-big-bang-change/a/isaac-newton
By the time of Einstein, thinkers were discussing a bigger question … what is the shape of space?
Space is made up of hydrogen, lithium and helium atoms. Hydrogen is in the form of protons and electrons between galaxies.
There is a plasma referred to as the intergalactic medium, made up of mainly hydrogen and helium. Space also contains a vacuum
with no particles at all. Stars like our sun send out solar wind which is made up of streams of dust and particles. There is also
something called “Dark Matter “ which we cannot see. Here is what NASA explains about that: https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/darkmatter/en/ Here is what Space.com has to say: https://www.space.com/24870-what-is-space.html
Is space a thing? Here are some videos to help see this issue:
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQsplQW7KGw
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSqWfu8aupI
3. Components of space : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ML9Fvckp9s
4. Empty Space is not empty: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3xLuZNKhlY
5. Views of Earth from space: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4IhCSMkADc
6. Views of Space via Hubble: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4IhCSMkADc
7. Space Camp Lesson on the Vacuum of Space:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXvWRnynYlw
We encourage students to explore and ponder about space as you develop discovery skills. This is a great section of science to
specialize in and we wish everyone the very best while they experience future adventures!
Click this to see his first flight into space where you can see Alan Shepard’s reaction when he saw beautiful Earth from space for
the first time-We would want to go back after seeing that !https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7bAGDctL9A Here’s the news
coverage from the Dan Beaumont Space Museum archive: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jc0ccOmcPno Consider
exploring these links to learn more about making discoveries. We think his growing up in Derry, provided and environment that
fostered Alan Shepard’s love of exploring the skies.

Next Page- Question 9- Is There Color in Space?
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Question 9: Is There Color In Space?
Sinesthesia: The Ability to See The Colors of Sound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obrBAysVef0

IS THERE COLOR IN SPACE?
Yes! What a fabulous question! Here is the website page that we made to find info. on this topic:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/color-in-space.html
We would like to encourage everyone interested in this topic, to visit the cosmic light exhibit at the Museum of
Science :https://www.mos.org/exhibits/cosmic-light and to seek out classes in Astrophotography.
The N.H. Astronomical Society https://www.astroleague.org/societies/201304/info may be able to find a mentor
who could provide local lessons . Fill out the form to Gary LaForge asking for an Astrophotography teacher and if
you don’t hear back send us an email at :alanshepardproject@comcast.net and we will try to find someone for you.
Sloan also has this very interesting lesson plan on color in space. Scroll to the bottom of the lesson, click onto the
“previous “button and keep going back to enjoy all of the lessons, then go to the “Next” button and explore the
lessons on Cosmic Color there. http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/advanced/color/other.asp
If you wish to develop an understanding of layered colors in space, consider contacting Derry N.H. Space Art teacher
Jessica Millis at Let’s Play Music and Make Art in East Derry and ask for Space Art Lessons:
Let’s Play Music and Make Art 145 Hampstead Rd. Derry N.H. Phone: 603 425 7575
The study of color is space is a rewarding and fairly new specialty…… it is fantastic to know that students are pursuing
this interest. All will benefit from seeing the beauty of the universe that you as the next generation may one day
bring to us!
All About the Black and White Hubble Images
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDwkDZ5dx-c

Next Question 10: How are we able to see pictures of people while they are in space?
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Question 10: How Are We Able to See Pictures of People While They’re In Space?
Scroll down for answer below this space sound video:

Sound of Spooky Sounds in Space: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvRNY77_M1I

Astronaut Jeff Williams Explains:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkdAgyJ3Xqw

The RCA CAMERA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPOjkSYv3lA

Question 10: How Are We Able To See Pictures Of People While They Are In
Space?
Hear from someone who talks about the emotions involved in staying in contact:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S40eNeJNjas

This is a very fun question! Did you ever hear of the DSN?
It stands for the Deep Space Network!
This network is made up of many radio antennae that are in international locations.
Some include: California, Madrid, Australia, and more. Information is sent using radio waves
from ISS and space craft to big antennaes on Earth, and NASA can send data back.
Here’s an article about how it all works: https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/dsn-antennas/en/
Apollo Moon Mission Camera Story: https://youtu.be/FKl8g_Su880
We hear audio with the use of radio waves: http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/our-solar-system/151people-in-astronomy/space-exploration-and-astronauts/human-spaceflight-current-or-past/945-howdo-astronauts-communicate-with-their-families-from-space-beginner
Since you like to think about things like this… there is a specialty known as Radio Astronomy. Maybe this
section of the profession is where you would like to be? https://kids.kiddle.co/Radio_astronomy
Next Page: Question 11- What are the Gas Laws- Interstellar Gas?
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Question 11: What are the Gas Laws – Interstellar Gas?
Oh.. you may like this… Interstellar Clouds are so very beautiful!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fB7Eg922xw

Since this extremely helpful question was asked…NASA has an Animated Gas Lab that might be fun to
learn about:https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/Animation/frglab.html
Atmospheric Composition Research might be nice to consider as a career option, if you like to think
about the wonders of Gas laws.. https://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/focus-areas/atmospheric-composition
Or maybe Space Plasma Physics? https://history.nasa.gov/NP-119/ch5.htm
Possibly becoming a specialist that focuses on the gasses astronauts breathe in space would be of
interest? http://www.e-missions.net/ssa/CH4-breathingonthespacestation.htm
Here is a link about Molecular clouds: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_cloud
This one is about Interstellar Clouds: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstellar_cloud

Five Gas Laws include:
Boyle’s Law, Charles’s Law, Avogadro’s Law,Gay-Lussac’s Law, Henry’s Law
Here is a link to explain them: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_laws
Some space between the stars is made up of hydrogen and helium, atomic and molecular gas, pieces of
solids, /dust made of carbon, silicone and oxygen which can form into nebulas.

This is a wonderful video from NASA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbFeuruWNOU
Would you like to listen to NASA Sound Recordings Of Interstellar Gas?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIAZWb9_si4

Here is an online lesson plan from UNH on Interstellar Medium: http://www-ssg.sr.unh.edu/ism/intro.html

Another interesting link:https://www.astro.umd.edu/~richard/ASTRO620/QM_chap3.pdf
Interstellar Medium Flash Card Fun! https://quizlet.com/35612269/interstellar-medium-flash-cards/
Question 11: Gas Laws Continued Next Page
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Ques. 11: What are Gas Laws – Interstellar Gas? Continued:
This article is great because it really explains about what we know so far about gas in a planet form:
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/review/dr-marc-solar-system/gas-giants.html
This is the Alan Shepard Project page on Gas Laws:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/gas-laws-and-space-exploration.html

Here are a series of videos that we hope you will enjoy !

What would happen if you fell thru Neptune?

Cosmos News:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0v7MihXA-s

Inside of Gas Planet Uranus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGZVC11XOps

Great talk on Interstellar Gas Clouds and Black Holes!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGbGlpeMyJk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQrI4muVu3o

Thank you for your interest in Interstellar Gas - Gas Laws in Space!
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Section 4: Black Hole Questions:
Question 12: How Do Black Holes Work?
Question 13: Have We Seen Anything Go Into a Black Hole?
Space Sounds of 2 black holes colliding:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IdVyArDlZ4

Facts about Black Hole Sounds:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxsF4hSajV0

Question 12: How Do Black Holes Work?
How Do Black Holes Work Article:
https://www.sciencealert.com/first-time-astronomers-supermassive-black-hole-feeding-double-burp
Black Holes are fascinating! Astrophysics studies this section of space. Black Holes spin in space and do
not have a surface. Whirl pools of materials surround them, heat up, and give off X-Rays. The
gravitational field of a black hole is so intense that nothing can escape its pull. When gas, dust, light,
and/or space objects are pulled into a black hole it can get bigger in size and mass. The latest news is
that we may now of 83 Black Holes in the Universe so far.
https://phys.org/news/2019-03-astronomers-supermassive-black-holes-early.html
Did you know that there are different kinds of Black Holes? Black Holes can eventually evaporate and be
gone. Three known kinds are Stellar, Supermassive and Miniature.
http://hubblesite.org/reference_desk/faq/answer.php.id=62&cat=exotic
How do Black Holes Work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijixQdQ92Qk
Great article and video:
https://www.wired.com/story/an-astronomer-explains-black-holes-at-5-levels-of-difficulty/

How do black holes work is continued on next page:
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Question 13: How Do Black Holes Work? Continued:
Steven Hawking Explains:

Alan Shepard Project Black Hole Page: https://www.alanshepardproject.org/black-holes.html
Video: How do black holes work:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijixQdQ92Qk
NASA Page on Black Holes: https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/nasa-knows/what-is-a-black-hole-58.html
Heres a video that you may enjoy, directly from NASA Astrophysicist Amber Strahn:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rw5CoQIOcU

How do you become an Astrophysicist? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JQhzGZX2BM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGw0l8qLlOA
Next page: Question 13- Have we seen anything go into a Black Hole?
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Question 13: HAVE WE SEEN ANYTHING GO INTO A BLACK HOLE?
How the Universe Works: One Black Hole Eats Another:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=366_xfP_PtI

NASA Black Hole Shreds a Passing Star
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu6hIhW00Fk

Thank you for this question…… look at what we found! Here’s this announcement that mentions Derry N.H’s
resident Walter Adam’s friend Albert Einstein: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0nAvevWCnk
Very Exciting Black Hole Image: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szRLfEuOctw
Here’s another video! https://earthsky.org/space/observe-black-holes-destroying-stars
NASA video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu6hIhW00Fk
The first time that we saw anything going into a Black Hole was

in

April

2109

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/news/2019/4/19/how-scientists-captured-the-first-image-of-a-black-hole/

It does not yet seem that those who study black holes have an official professional name yet. If you like to think
about this, congratulations, your interested in a new field! Professionals who work in this area are described as
thinkers who enjoy roaming between space math, physics, and quantum mechanics. Scientists so aware, that they
see past, present, and future at the same time because of their developed skills in time space. Consider contributing
to society by becoming an expert in the study of black holes…just keep thinking….
Have you considered the possibility of a white hole?
Check this out! The White Hole Guess https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4aqGI1mSqo

High School and College/University guidance counselors can help you to focus on black hole studies. Share
with them that you are interested in black holes so that your curriculum can be tailored to enhance your
interest in this space research specialty!
Next Page: Section 5 Begins – Planet Questions 14-17!
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SECTION 5: PLANET QUESTIONS
Question 14: Planet Composition
Question 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How much? What is it made of?
Question 16: What are Planet Sounds?
Question 17: What are Planet Sounds Like?
NASA Symphony of the Planets Complete Collection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vjz9m1TkQ_A

Question 14 Planet Compositions. What are they made of?
This is a superb question! Galileo thought about this too!
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discovery_and_exploration_of_the_Solar_System
Here is an article from NASA on the planetary connections: https://history.nasa.gov/EP-177/ch2-5.html
Simpler answer: http://www.qrg.northwestern.edu/projects/vss/docs/space-environment/2-whatare-planets-made-of.html
The Giants: Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun
Jupiter, Saturn and the Sun are almost completely made up of the same chemicals – Jupiter is 90%
Hydrogen, 10% Helium. Saturn is 96% Hydrogen and 3% Helium and the Sun is 75% Hydrogen and 25%
Helium. Jupiter and Saturn’s hydrogen gas is so compressed that it is in a liquid form so technically they
could be described as liquid planets.
You tube videos:
1. Take a tour of Jupiter and Saturn
2. :https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/nasa-knows/what-is-jupiter58.html
3. What would happen if you fell into Jupiter : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apmSXL43Xao
4. What if you fell into Saturn: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGaW-c7T4f8
5. Standing on Saturn’s rings: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfbdrYev-v8
6. Seeing inside the sun: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inuCAqj8UgQ
Question 14 Planet Compositions –what are they made of? Continued next page:
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Question 14: Planet Compositions. What are they made of? Continued.
Song of Uranus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXfJG1gs3b4

Neptune and Uranus
Neptune and Uranus are smaller than Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun. Their core consists of metals, ice, and rock and they have small
atmospheres. Uranus has Helium and Hydrogen like Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun, but it also has Methane which helps to make it
blue, and ammonia, water, and methane around its rocky center. Here is a link from NASA: https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/allabout-uranus/en/
Neptune is 80% Hydrogen, 19% Helium, it has a little bit of water and methane and white clouds made of methane ice. Methane
makes it blue also.
You tube videos:
1.Uranus, and Neptune: PBS VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hIwD17Crko
2.See inside of Uranus with National Geographic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGbGlpeMyJk
3.See inside of Neptune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0v7MihXA-s
4.Uranus and Neptune Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlrlvwKOu0w
Terrestrial Planets
This category of planets are smaller and made up mostly of rocks and metals. Earth, Venus, and Mars, have about 1/3 iron-nickel
or iron – sulfur, and two thirds silicate rock which is made up of oxygen and silicone. Mercury has the largest amount of metals
and the Moon has the least. The chemistry of Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars is considered oxidized because it has oxygen
compounds. Dense metals are at the core, silicates closer to the surface.
You tube videos:
1. Composition of Mercury, Venus, Mars: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVvEI_SErIU
2. Earth – the core: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIhWCvBfQeU
3. Earth- the atmosphere: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JC3wmtlqks
The Moon
The Moon may have a solid iron core with liquid iron around it in an outer core which may be as far out as 310 miles from the
center. The rocky crust made up of “regolith” which is fine particles of asteroids and meteorites that have crashed into the Moon.
Regolith can be from 10-66 feet deep.
You tube videos:
What is the Moon Made of : National Geographic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AviDjR9mmo
Tour the Moon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iSZMv64wuU
What about Oceanic Exo-Planets? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_23HxAHBbMU
What else can you find with online searches? What will you discover one day if you keep thinking about this big question?

Questions 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How Much? What is it made of ? Is next!
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Question 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How much? What is it made of?
NASA Sounds of Neptune:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mehVSNnb5wU

What is Neptune Made of?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keNiv-T6WT4

National Geographic Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NStn7zZKXfE

Question 6: Does Neptune have water? If so how much and what is it made of?
Thank you for this question for we are able to pull up Gallileo’s sketch from the 1600’s! (seen below) Neptune does not have a
surface however, the gas that makes up Neptune has a slushy ice and water layer. Water exists on Neptune under its atmosphere
in the form of an ammonia water and methane ice. Neptune, is more than 10 times the mass of earth and more than 50 times
it’s volume. It has the fastest winds recorded in the solar system. It looks blue because of particles of icy Methane and gasses in
the atmosphere which is made up of Hydrogen, Helium and Methane.
Neptune also has some thin rings that are thought to be made of dust particles, ice grains, and carbon based materials. Here is
what we have from Voyager 2 footage in 1989: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCrsBoasg3w
Here’s the news coverage : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkUmzPbqJVU

Harvard Lecture: Beyond Neptune:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W_jZHiAQXs

Question 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How much? What is it made of ? Continued Next Page:
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Question 15 Does Neptune have Gas or Water? How Much? What is it Made of? Continued:
Galileo liked to think about Neptune as well, but at the time he by mistake, thought it was a star because of its slow
movement. He is credited with first observing Neptune. Here is his sketch from Dec. 27 or 28 , 1612. Jupiter is surrounded by its
Moons, Ganymede on the left of Jupiter, Europa to the right of Jupiter with Castillo then on the far left of the sketch you can see
Neptune .It’s a little North of Jupiter:
Neptune

Ganymede

Jupiter

Europa Castillo

Look at this closely then compare it to the diagram on the next page:
Absolutely amazing!
Question 15 Does Neptune have gas or water? How Much? What is it made of? Continued next page:

Question 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How much? What is it made of? Continued

Here is an image in modern times from Starry Night Software found in this article:
https://www.space.com/26972-neptune-planet-discovery-skywatching.html

In 1846 Neptune was discovered or proven by Johann Gottfried Galle.
http://famousastronomers.org/johann-gottfried-galle/
10 Facts About Neptune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKqC7dQA5Wc
Look at what Hubble Saw 2018 – a big storm on Neptune! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7YLz4peu_Y
NASA on Neptune’s storms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKHtx5y6C4M’

Question 15 Neptune continues next page:
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Question 15: Does Neptune have gas or water? How much? What is it made of? Continued:

Here is a NASA poster of Neptune that you can print out:
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/1001/neptune-poster-version-a/
NasaPageonNeptune:https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/neptune/exploration/?page=0&per_page=10&order=launch_dat
e+desc%2Ctitle+asc&search=&tags=Neptune&category=33

Here is a very nice view from a telescope; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ODc0q4-MkU

Thank you again for this question! Keep studying the skies!

A view thru Neptune in a Spacesuit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0v7MihXA-s

Consider visiting local observatories:
McAuliffe Shepard Observatory: www.starhop.com
UNH Observatory: Free public viewing first and third Sat. of each month April –August 9pm-11pm
https://physics.unh.edu/content/what-know-visiting-unh-observatory’
Free Every Friday nite sky viewing Museum of Science Boston Observatory:
https://www.mos.org/drop-in-activities/astronomy-after-hours

Next Page: What Are Planet Sounds?
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Question 16: What Are Planet Sounds?
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/planet-sounds.html
Here are some Planet Sounds:

Click for NASA Song of Saturn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQklRwcnLAM

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_JAvVjKeWI

Thank you for this question! Here is a link of interest: http://www.aes.org/
Although this is a little off the topic, since space planet sounds are so fascinating, students might like this
too: ‘https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2018/sounds-of-nasa-s-robotic-operations-center/

Technically Sound is defined as a hearable noise. In space, sound is in the form of
electromagnetic vibrations that pulsate in wavelengths. This is an article that
explains: https://www.thoughtco.com/is-there-such-a-thing-as-a-planet-sound-3073443
Click this for more on NASA’s Advancements in detecting space sounds:
http://canyouactually.com/nasa-actually-recorded-sound-in-space-and-its-absolutely-chilling/

Here is a link to the NASA Audio Lab:
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/engineering/human_space_vehicle_systems/audio_development_laboratory/

3 hours of MARS Sounds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HedalFGxbw

Lightning can cause whistler mode plasma waves!
Check this out these NASA recorded space sounds are absolutely amazing!
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/nasa-listens-in-as-electrons-whistle-while-they-work

A magnetic field almost sounds like a Blub Blub underwater:
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2019/in-solar-system-s-symphony-earth-s-magnetic-field-drops-the-beat

Question 16 Space Sounds continued next page:
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Question 16 What are Planet Sounds? Continued:
NASA guesses that space sounds indicate Moon Rings:
https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/podcasting/jpl-rhea20080306.html

Astronaut Sunita Williams explains what it is like to “feel” sound in space:
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/expeditions/expedition15/journal_sunita_williams_11.html

Question 17: What Are Planet Sounds Like:
A Listening collection: NASA’S Third Rock Radio: https://thirdrockradio.net/
Voyager Probe Recordings Parts 1-5 https://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/
Voyager Quick Facts:
https://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/frequently-asked-questions/fast-facts/

Listen to these space sound recordings!

This sound is soooo cool! Enceledus: https://www.nasa.gov/mp3/584796main_enceladus.mp3
Sounds of Jupiter
Moon Sounds – 1 HR
Sun Sounds

Click this to hear a MARS quake: https://soundcloud.com/nasa
Radio waves within Earth’s Atmosphere: https://www.nasa.gov/connect/sounds/index.html
This link has a collection of NASA Sounds: https://www.nasa.gov/connect/sounds/index.html
NASA Audio and Ringtones : https://www.nasa.gov/connect/sounds/index.html
This is what a Light Curve sounds like: https://www.nasa.gov/mp3/578358main_kepler_star_KIC12268220C.mp3
The sounds of a passing Comet: https://www.nasa.gov/connect/sounds/index.html

Explore and Research Space Sounds.. Consider Audio/Sound Engineering Careers.
Possibly you will be recording Exo-planet sounds for humanity in the future!
Here is a link to NASA Podcasts: https://www.nasa.gov/content/nasa-rss-feeds

:

Click for NASA Song of Saturn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_JAvVjKeWI

Next Page: Section 6 Questions 18-20, Mars and Future Exploration:
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SECTION 6: MARS and Future Space Exploration
Question 18: When if possible will life be established on MARS?
Question 19: Can you tell us about MARS Rovers and show us MARS Videos?
Question 20: Will Elon Musk take me to MARS?
10 hours of video footage and MARS Sounds:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezJXNOQ7hns&feature=youtu.be

Question 18: When if possible will we establish life on Mars?
That’s a very popular question!
Do you know about the NASA Office of Space Settlement?
Maybe this is the career path for you!
Click this to find out: https://www.bmsis.org/spacesettlement/
Would you like to go? Or be on a thinking team to make certain the mission is a success? Keep studying and keep asking questions!
The plan is to send a test flight of a new spacecraft with a crew to fly around the Moon and back in 2022. This article was written
about 6 months ago: NASA is thinking we may be ready to live on Mars in about 25 yrs.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/11/14/nasa-humans-space-travel-mars-25-years/1997627002/
Here’s what a MARS habitat might look like:
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/langley/a-new-home-on-mars-nasa-langley-s-icy-concept-for-living-on-the-red-planet
Check out this HABITAT COMPETITION PAGE: https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/centennial_challenges/index.html
: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p83pSCm5ZMUFirst year on Mars in 2 Min Vide
Here is NASA’s Page on the Journey plans to Mars: https://www.nasa.gov/content/living-and-working-on-mars

You tube Videos:
Really, Really, Cool Video: NASA Recent Report : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSfhws_XCpI
Here are many sections of science you could consider being in to help with
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOk9ClxXw_8

off

planet

Planning for MARS Space Camp 2020 - Applications for space camp 2019 are now closed.
Since you like to think about living on Mars…… consider applying for 2020 or2021?
Maybe with a group of students from Pinkerton? Here is the info:
https://www.themarsgeneration.org/programs/space-camp-scholarship/
Question 18: When if possible will we establish life on Mars? Continued next page:
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missions:

Question 18: When if possible will we establish life on MARS?
Continued:
Alan Shepard Trained for the Moon on Lava Sites in Hawaii. Here are some photos for you to enjoy:
We are not sure if this is Shepard in the Buggy…. He is pulling the rickshaw though.

This is a great NASA 360 Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZXVhsDXhsg
NASA 360 Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/FollowNASA360
MARS Making the New Earth: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_50N5QoQoc4
NASA links all about Mars: https://nasasearch.nasa.gov/search?query=mars&affiliate=nasa&utf8=%E2%9C%93
5 Yrs on Mars great footage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fghAYvcL7Tk
MARS Sounds – for 3 hours: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HedalFGxbw

History has shown us that the impossible is possible.
Learn as much as you can, and enjoy thinking about what is possible….believe in yourself!
National Geographic- MARS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8pnmwOXhoY

Next page: MARS Rovers
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Question 19: Can you tell us about MARS Rovers and show us MARS Videos?
Yup! Here’s The First Year in 2 Minutes! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p83pSCm5ZMU

Spectacular Question!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MBxisMPj78
We are very proud of Derry New Hampshire’s Robotics Students!

Would you like to work on Rover Development?
Learn about the NASA team! https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/mission/team/
Participate: https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/participate/
Athena Student Mars Rover Internships: https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/participate/students/asip/
NASA Intern Stories:
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/news/2018/11/26/nasajpl-interns-join-mars-landing-site-dude-to-prepare-for-touchdown/

Rover Video Collection Begins Next Page!
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Question 19: Can you tell us about MARS Rovers and show us MARS Videos? Continues
Pinkerton Academy Driving Practice: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvlmneLxr3g
Possibly the next generation of off planet rover designers at practice:

The Curious Life of a MARS Rover: https://youtu.be/7zpojhD4hpI

Alan Shepard Project Rover Page:
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/mars-rover-footage.html
Let’s look at an overview of the first Mission of the Lunar Rover First:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEkYTh7wNNA

Question 19- Mars Rover Videos Continues Next Page!
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Question 19 Mars Rover Videos Continues:
Youtube Video of Pinkerton Academy’s Fantastic Semi-Finals: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2lLNx-SGxg

Here is a video of some of the NASA proto-types:

Here are some words from the NASA designers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uru9STmUL1k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1TVj4TLYWo

Here is a documentary on the development of the Apollo Lunar Rover:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbcKdD1vFH8

All About Mars Rovers 3D Model of Spirit and Opportunity!
https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/mission/rover/
Great overview of MARS Rover Footage! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuKV4ZkG44g

Question 19: Mars Rovers continues next page!
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Question 19: Mars Rovers Continues:

NASA Freaky Sounds of MARS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq56FRaC2B4

5 years of Curiosity on Mars Lecture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqhK8dA7iO8

ASP Rover Page 2 : In Development:

Alan Shepard Project Page on Mars Rovers:

https://www.alanshepardproject.org/rovers.html

https://www.alanshepardproject.org/mars-rover-.html

Testing the Curiosity Rover on Earth!

New Mars Rover for 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-MNAX1jgbA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZddqJ7y5TI

Question 19: Mars Rovers Continues Next Page:
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Question 19 MARS Rovers Continues:
Pinkerton Students are learning in the land of America’s first astronaut.
Be the ones who set the kind tone for the profession. Remember excellence in ethics
lessons- Encourage titles for projects or scientific papers that are respectful. Do not ever, use
cognitive attack words. Strive to assist others in understanding and choosing positive paths.
“The Lunacy Example”
On Re-naming titles such as “Lunacy” – it’s an issue of politeness. Here are some helpful links:
1. https://www.team-consulting.com/insights/the-golden-rules-for-choosing-a-project-name/
2. Using Positive Words: https://boompositive.com/pages/positive-words
3. On Insults: https://zatomarketing.com/blog/stop-insulting-your-customers/
Strive to excel in promoting best practices and your career options will soar!
Pinkerton Academy First Robotics Competition:
Talented Pinkerton Students 2009
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umUS1pZ0TcA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJu3dhOowj4

MARS MISSION 2020 Rover:

Rover Mars Landing:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZCRFRgSgas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GBzEvRNi8Q

Question 20 Next Page: Will Elon Musk Take Me to Mars?
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Question 20: Will Elon Musk Take Me To MARS?
Would you like to go?
Consider a job as a crew trainer to begin a path to MARS!
Once you learn to train others, you may be ready to go yourself…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL74YSxJQ64

Here’s his contact data: 8 ways to Contact Elon:
https://www.wikihow.com/Contact-Elon-Musk
Click here for video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSv0Y7qrzQM

Here’s what it’s like to ask Elon a Question:

Here’s what it’s like to offer him a suggestion:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySV_-JggXNU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9o8ELR2MLI

High School Space Ex Internships: https://www.spacex.com/internships
How to get a Space Ex Internship:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/hilarybrueck/2017/03/11/spacexinterndawnandrews/#4400a3bd5446

NEXT PAGE: CLOSING SUPPLEMENT:
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Closing Supplement
Local Learning Opportunities and Project appreciation of our science community and team!
Southern N.H. Community Space and Planetary Science Educators/Programs for students,
and families to visit while they explore their paths to the stars….

KARS Rocket Lessons!
Kearsarge Area Rocketry Society: Mike Bellino, Erik Swanson
We wholeheartedly thank Mike and Erik for their 15yrs. of free community rocketry lessons. All ages enjoy
monthly launches from spring thru fall, in Warner Farm Field, Warner N.H. The educational opportunities that
they are offering local residents and families is extremely valuable. Students in the region learn skills to benefit
humanity’s future. Here is a link to their website and a few videos from our launches in the past.
https://karsnh.wordpress.com/\

Thank you to all at KARS for their support of the Alan Shepard Project!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BZizwnlR1Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70CqWjkCMlw

Cub Scout Pak 67
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyhataEBqLI

Bigger Rockets with KARS Aug 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mRQnuRLiK8

Visit UNH Observatory on Spinney Lane Durham N.H.!
Demeritt Hall Observatory Spinney Lane, Durham N.H. Observatory viewing opportunities:

https://physics.unh.edu/content/observatory

KARS/Alan Shepard Project visit to NEFAF 2018.
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Mr. Thom Smith’s Rocky Shore Curriculum
Sutton N.H. Educator Thom Smith was the recipient of the Christa McAuliffe Sabbatical in 2016.
During that time he developed the Rocky Shore Curriculum. We encourage all to browse the various lesson
plans that he has designed.. What we learn on Earth will help us to explore off planet environments. Enjoy
these various links to his fantastic educational program for everyone.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5rgk56NYAQ

Curriculum Links:
1.

https://www.nhcf.org/what-were-up-to/christa-mcauliffe-sabbatical-helps-teachers-reach-stars/

2. https://engageyourstudents.org/mcauliffe-sabbatical/
3. https://engageyourstudents.org/home-page/
4. https://www.alanshepardproject.org/curriculum--mr.-smith-s-stuff.html
Thank you Educator Smith for your extensive research and lesson plan development!
You are inspiring the next generation and are greatly appreciated!

Enjoy this PBS Rocky Shore Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR1gP5S6Bsk
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MITCHELL COMICS
Former NASA Educator Mike Mitchell and his wife Michelle are the creators of Mitchell Comics. They
are reaching a wider audience using innovative ways of teaching. Various topics of history that they
have designed comic books about include: Astronaut Alan Shepard’s Freedom 7 Flight, John Paul Jones,
N.H. Big Foot, Albacore Submarine, The well known UFO’s over Exeter N.H. Story, and their very
successful Zombie Sub Series which was inspired by the Albacore Submarine in Portsmouth N.H.

Here are some links to access Mitchell Comics:
1, https://squareup.com/store/mitchell-comics
2.https://www.facebook.com/mitchellcomics/
3.http://mitchellcomics.blogspot.com/
Submarine environments were analyzed when NASA was designing Space Stations and Shuttles for
many reasons.. Living quarter routines were very helpful. Compare the inside of the Albacore with
videos of the inside of ISS and see for yourself! Visitors Info: http://www.ussalbacore.org/

Here is a walk thru tour of the Albacore:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lVrFW1H6MU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRGjZopUoZc

We thank them both wholeheartedly for their encouragement and support of the Alan Shepard
Project and for their commitment to enhancing education in our community in fun, enjoyable ways!
Their educational comic books make great gifts, and are fun to collect!
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Let’s Play Music and Make Art – East Derry, N.H.
Space Art Kids
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/let-s-play-music-and-make-art-school-.html
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUPov1I9O7o

Thank you to Space Art Educator Jessica Millis and the Space
Art Students and Families at the Let’s Play Music and Make
Art School in East Derry N.H.!
https://www.letsplaymusic.com/

Space Art is an extraordinary specialty. It takes years of practice to become a NASA space artist
or astronaut space suit patch maker. Art Educator Jessica Millis is providing amazing
opportunities for local students down the street from where America’s first astronaut Alan B.
Shepard Jr. grew up. The students in this video worked for a year on their paintings and we are
so very proud of them all! Thank you for showing us the wonders and beauty of your imagination,
and for sharing with us your creative skills and love of the skies!
The Alan Shepard Project is grateful to Educator Jessica Millis and Let’s Play Music and Make Art
School Administrators, students and families, for their participation and support of the project!

Here are some links from our website on Space Art:
1.https://www.alanshepardproject.org/space-art-and-history-of-astronaut-patchmaking-.html

2.https://www.alanshepardproject.org/artwork-of-astronaut-alan-bean.html
3.https://www.alanshepardproject.org/robert-mccall-.html
4.https://www.alanshepardproject.org/timothy-a.-gagnon-ksc-artist.html
5.https://www.alanshepardproject.org/how-to-draw-space-art.html
http
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Nature Discovery Center Warner N.H.
https://ndcnh.org/
The Nature Discovery Center is nestled beautifully on the side of Kearsarge Mountain in Warner N.H. on
the same grounds as the Mt. Kearsarge Area Indian Museum.
This Discovery Center is a great place to practice planetary observation skills. Learn about local
creatures and their habitats. Explore the medicine woods. Study invasive and native plants.
Learn how minerals in rocks can glow in the dark. Discover facts about dinosaurs, sand, animal tracks,
insects, and so much more.

Founded by Director Sandra Martin when she was 13yrs old, this museum has brought science
and exploration skills to the public for over 60 yrs. Thank you to Director Martin and the Nature
Discovery Center for its support of the Alan Shepard Project and for its dedication to science
education in this region.

Medicine woods towards end of video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QhMAjWNV4w
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Visit the MKIM! And our Native American Astronomy Pages:
Mt. Kearsarge Indian Museum: https://www.indianmuseum.org/
Native Americans are our countries first astronomers. Their knowledge of what is required to
maintain and protect the health of mother earth and humanity is precious. We thank MKIM for
their continuous efforts to educate the public about how to prevent harm and to teach and
preserve cultural skills that promote healthy societies! Of greatest importance to this project
right now is their voice of wisdom about environmental protections. We encourage space
students to visit MKIM and to speak with their elders. Ask that they share their knowledge with
you so that you have greater decision making insight when you enter space science in the future.
NATIVE AMERICAN ASTRONOMY
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/native-american-astronomy.html

Native American Kids
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/native-american-kids.html

Great Law of Peace
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/great-law-of-peace-page.html

Native American Dances
https://www.alanshepardproject.org/dances.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-T6bGcSe6ek

The Alan Shepard Project thanks the all at the Mt Kearsarge
Indian Museum for striving to better society by teaching your
knowledge and skills to communities!
MKIM enhances us all!
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Monica Fairburn
Mrs. Fairburn has been instrumental in supporting the goals of the Alan Shepard Project from
its early stages of development. She has a member of her family who was a NASA Educator in
Florida. Both Mrs. and Mr. Fairburn have donated educational materials from their NASA
teaching years together and Monica’s advice, ideas and recommendations have helped to
shape this educational charity. What impresses us about Monica is how much she cares about
all of the space students and families in the region. She is committed to focusing on ideas to
provide free space education to communities everywhere so that they can progress in fields
that will support current society in its goals to explore the skies to benefit humanity. Many
thanks to Monica and the Fairburn Family for their continued assistance in reaching the public
with NASA space info. and resources. We look forward to many more years with you!

Jennie Gauthier
Jennie Gauthier has education in website design, and graphic art. She comes from a science family and
her website and editing skills, have given this project the ability to reach approximately 1,000 - 3,500
viewers a month with information on Derry, N.H.’s hometown hero Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr., the
early years of the space program, thru current times including plans for the future. She assisted with
the Pinkerton Academy Science Week Lecture, volunteers as a project educator, educates and takes
videos at the KARS Rocket Launches. She designed the project logo and is now learning animation so
that we can showcase local students in new innovative ways. We thank her for all of the hours of lessons
she has given us in web design and music video production. To see the results of her extraordinary
efforts: Visit our You Tube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz3xv9D1Vk5l8t3btsgwORg
And website: www.alanshepardproject.org She also manages our Facebook and Twitter Pages!

Thank you Jennie Gauthier for all of your thoughtfulness with area students!
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Navid Namazi
Metamorphosis Media
https://www.metamorphosismedia.com/copy-of-b-i-o

Derry N.H. Filmmaker Navid Namazi has been a supporter of the Alan Shepard
Project from the start. Here is a video about his background in film:
Thank you Navid Namazi for all of the meetings that you attended to assist us in
the planning of this project. We appreciate your support!

Dylan Mannion
Big Dyl Pictures - From Derry, N.H.
Thank you to Dylan Mannion for his donation of
Ocean Scene Drone Videos to the Alan Shepard Project!
These beautiful images link well with the rocky shore curriculum!
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Walter F. Pierce
Mr. Pierce lives in what is known as the 1810 School House down the hill from the 1720 General
Reid House in Derry N.H. He has a workshop where he makes garden decorations, solar
powered cupolas, has a green house where he grows Hostas, Stella Doro Llilies, evergreen trees
and geraniums. We reached out to him about 3 yrs. ago and asked for ideas to protect our
astronaut poster so that we could transport it thru the Warner Farm Field to attend KARS
rocket launches and this is the sturdy frame that he donated to the project:

Because of his gift, this poster has brought
memorable moments to many in the region.
Visit our You tube and online sites to see the
adventures this astronaut poster has seen!

Thank you Mr. Pierce for you kind donation to the Alan Shepard Project!
Alan Shepard Project: www.alanshepardproject.org
Email: alanshepardproject2@comcast.net
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlanShepardProject/
You tube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz3xv9D1Vk5l8t3btsgwORg
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/intent/follow?original_referer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alanshepardproject.org%2Fh
ome.html&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&screen_name=alanshepardproj&tw_p=followbutt
We are inspired by and appreciate the Space Students, Faculty, and Administration of Derry N.H.’s
Pinkerton Academy for encouraging the study of Exo-planets, Science and the Universe!
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This video donated by Big Dyl Pictures Drone Photographer Dylan Mannion
We will surf on an Exo-planet one day!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZO_j9tC92c
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Thank you for taking the time to explore this Disc-J!
Enjoy the skies for miles and miles we are on family on this earth
In Peace, Alan Shepard Project
Click this for Live Views of Earth from ISS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-uYR6evUHA

This Disc-J Document has been developed as a gift to all who enjoy the skies and to acknowledge the resident’s,
hard working space students and educators in Alan Shepard’s hometown region of Derry, N.H.
Compliments of the Alan Shepard Project P.O.Box 158 East Derry, N.H. 13040
Email Address: alanshepardproject2@comcast.net
www.alanshepardproject.org
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